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Back to Basics
COLUMN SELECTION
INTRODUCTION
This is always a tricky one, what column to
recommend for a separation. There are lots
of questions that need to be addressed here,
and unfortunately there are many answers
that are right enough not to be wrong,
however there are many more where the
answer gives much better chromatography
and will ultimately give better data. So if you
are ever placed into a situation where you
have to pick a column the following will
hopefully put you in a good position. The
following sections will look at how to get a
solution to which column to use in the easiest
and quickest time. The approaches discussed
will focus on reverse phase interactions, and
secondary interactions and how to best get a
separation from these.

READING THE LITERATURE
The first place to start is by looking at the
compounds that are being separated and to
determine if there has been any previous
work performed on these particular
compounds. There are many resources here
which will help the chromatographer. Many
manufacturers will have teams of application
scientists beavering away developing a whole
array of different applications. There is a
reasonable chance that one of these teams will
have produced an application that matches
the requirements. Another source of
information is through the refereed journals,
however this may not be applicable to many
organisations who cannot afford the high
subscription costs and so these may not be
accessible.

ON YOUR OWN
On many occasions reading the literature will
be a reasonable route to success. However,
there will always be new compounds that
have not been analysed before or a
combination of compounds that have not
been previously analysed. In this case a

thorough understanding of your molecules
being separated and the column chemistries
available will give the best possibility for
success. So where to start, how do you choose
that all important first column? This is where
it is important to determine what the success
criteria is, and what instrumentation is
available, as this should enable some of the
basic physical characteristics of the column
to be identified. So, let’s go through some of
the physical parameters of columns to what
variables there are and how we can use
science to determine where we should start.

Physical Parameters
VARYING THE COLUMN
LENGTH
The first parameter to look at is the column
length which will alter two key variables, the
run time and the resolution. Be aware that the
resolution is proportional to the square root
of the length, so increasing the length may
not be the best way of improving the
separation. Columns come in lengths
typically ranging from 1 to 25 cm. Another
factor to bear in mind here is that increasing
the length will also increase the back pressure,
and this may have an effect on the type of
system that can be used within the laboratory.
The final aspect that varying the length will
alter is the column loading. Longer columns
have more stationary phase and therefore
have a higher loading capacity. This may be
important if you are looking at impurity
analysis where the major peak is quite often
in excess of the impurities that are being
quantified. These may sound obvious
statements but choosing the right length will
have a bearing on all of these parameters
listed below;
• Amount that can be loaded (this is not
volume but mass)
• The resolution between peaks
• The back pressure
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Typical column lengths that are routinely
used are;
• 3–5 cm for e.g. fast bioanalysis - use
where the detector is highly selective
• 10-25 cm for analysis of impurities in a
pharmaceutical drug or analysis of
complex environmental samples

VARYING THE COLUMN
DIAMETER
There are many diameters that are available,
ranging from preparative ‘prep’ scale (2” or
bigger) down to nano-scale where the
column is just a few tens of microns in
internal diameter. Standard column
diameters for most laboratories tend towards
4.6 or 2.1 mm which are by far the most
common sizes. However, a large proportion
of revenue for manufacturers is made from
prep columns, which can sell for several tens
of thousands of pounds per column. The use
of nano-columns is becoming more
widespread, particularly since the evolution
of proteomics and metabolomics, where
small sample sizes mean that the column
loading is small, and the reduced flow rate
associated with nano columns ensures that
greater sensitivity is achieved with frequently
used mass spectrometer detection systems.
So what effect does varying the column
diameter have? The most obvious effect is
that it alters the maximum flow rate through
the column. Typical values for flow rates are;
• 4.6 mm i.d. column – flow 1 mL / min
• 2.1 mm i.d. column – flow 0.4 mL / min
The scaling of flow rates is relatively easy,
since it is the linear velocity that is kept
constant. This means that to convert from
one flow rate with one particular diameter
column to another requires simple ratioing of
the square of the column diameters;

Flow1 diameter12
=
Flow2 diameter22

It will be necessary to rearrange this equation
to get an expression which is explicit for the
new flow rate, but this is trivial to do. The
subscripts in these equations relate to the two
columns being used, and the respective flow
rates that are being used on the columns.
The other obvious parameter that changing
the internal diameter of the column impacts
is the loading capacity. Again, as was stated
previously, this simply relates to the amount
of compound that can be loaded onto the
column before overloading effects (e.g. peak
tailing) start to appear.

pores. Generally speaking, the surface area
for a silica based stationary phase will be
about 100 to 200 m2 / gram of silica. The pore
size of silicas varies from 100 Ǻ to 250 Ǻ,
although interestingly solid core materials
tend to have even low pore diameters,
typically 80 – 100 Ǻ. This is as a consequence
of the reduced available surface area since the
central part of the molecule is no longer
porous, and so to increase the surface area a
smaller pore size is generated on the with the
porous outer layer.

If we look at the production of silica, there are
several forms that manufacturers use today.
The three biggest forms of silica are;

Increasing the surface area will increase the
retentivity of the stationary phase since it
increases the available area for binding of
your analyte molecule.

The third type of silica that are popular are
the hybrid forms where an organic group is
inserted into the silica bulk matrix - typically
a bridging ethyl group. This is used to
stabilise the silica structure from dissolution
at high pH’s and has proved to be very
effective.

Altering the diameter does not directly affect
the
efficiency.
In
open
tubular
chromatography it will have a direct effect on
the efficiency, as is observed with GC.
However with LC this is definitely not the
case, as was discussed in the understanding
van Deemter section in the first edition of
ChromCom.

UNDERSTANDING THE
CHEMISTRY

One point to note, is that in general as the
diameter is reduced it actually gets harder to
pack the column to the same level of
efficiency. Column manufacturers will have
spent a substantial amount of time and effort
trying to ensure that this is not the case, but
compare the test certificates for differing i.d.
columns with nominally all other parameters
the same and in most cases the pass criteria
will vary.

So let’s look at the surface of the stationary
phase and see what differences we can see
here, as this may give us a clue to what type
of stationary phase to choose.

PARTICLE SIZE
Altering the particle size has been discussed
at some length in a previous section. However
just to reiterate that reducing the particle size
reduces the A and C terms results in better
efficiencies at higher flow rates, with the
disadvantage of higher back pressures.

PORE DIAMETER
Increasing the pore diameter will reduce the
effective surface area, however the converse
is not always true and will depend to a large
extent on the molecules being analysed since
they may actually be too big to fit into the

So far so good - however now we move on to
the selection of the chemistry and this is
where it starts to get interesting as there is a
lot more knowledge of the chemical
composition of the target analytes required
for this particular stage.

We will only consider silica based reversed
stationary phases. These are by far the most
popular stationary phases used at the present
time, with nearly 80% of all separations being
based on this mechanism. However, is it
incorrect to state that there is only one
mechanism that retains the analyte
compounds. We know that the silica is acidic
and as a result can interact through an ion
exchange mechanism which is particularly
strong for basic compounds. How can we
then try to determine what interactions are
present on the stationary phase and how can
this information be used to determine which
column should be used to separate a
particular set of compounds?
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Type 1 – this is silica that is made using a
sodium silicate monomer, where the resultant
polymer unsurprisingly has a high metal
content.
Type 2 – this silica is made with an organo
silicate monomer (typically tetra ethyl
orthosilicate, TEOS)

Figure 1 gives an overview of all of the
different forms of silica that can be seen at the
surface of the stationary phase.

Figure 1.
Different forms of silica available for bonding at
the surface of the stationary phase.

Table 1.
Level of metal impurities in some popular
columns.

Combining the information in Table 1 and
Figure 1 enables a good indication of the
possible interactions which may occur
between the silica and the analyte. These are
often referred to as secondary interactions
and play an important role in determining
the dominant retention mechanism that
exists on the silica surface - whether it is
through a hydrophobic or an ion exchange
interaction. The pH of the mobile phase will
determine the amount of dissociation that
occurs for the acid group of the silica. The pH
will determine whether this silanol
functionality is charged or neutral but the
impurities present at the surface will also
determine at what point there the acid
equilibrium lies i.e. the pKa. With increasing
metal content the pKa will drop so there will
still be some ion exchange interactions
occurring even at a low pH where it would be
expected that for pure silica the silica is in a
neutral form.

There are three defined tests in the Tanaka
test and they look at the following
characteristics of a column;
Test 1
• Hydrophobic retention (HR)
· k’ of neutral compound
• Hydrophobic selectivity (HS)
· two neutral compounds that have
different log P
• Steric Selectivity (SS)
· two sterically different molecules
• Hydrogen bonding capacity (HBC)
· molecule that hydrogen bonds and a
reference molecule
· Provides a good measure of the degree
of endcapping
· Gives an indication of available surface
area

Test 2
So one question to be asked with all of these
secondary interaction is, “Can it be
quantified”, and the simple answer is, “Yes”.
There are a whole range of ‘probes’ that have
been used to determine the extent of ion
exchange interactions that occur at the
surface. One of the most classical approaches
to quantify this is through the Tanaka test.
These tests were developed by Martin
medallist Nobuo Tanaka, who studied a
variety of interactions including ion
exchange, hydrophobic, chelation and steric
selectivity.
By introducing a series of test probes into the
column it is possible to use these to
‘characterise’ columns. It assumes that the test
probes only have one unique interaction and
that the test probes collectively cover all
possible interactions occurring on the
stationary phase.

These data allows ‘radar’ plots to be
constructed;

Activity towards bases (BA)
· k’, tailing factor (tf) of a strong base
· Indicator of free silanol levels on silica
surface
Activity towards chelators (C)
· k’, tailing factor (tf) of chelator
· Indicator of silica metal content

Test 3
Activity towards acids (AI)
· k’, tf acid
· Is an indicator of possible interactions
with acidic compounds
Ion Exchange Capacity (IEX pH 7.6)
· base / reference compound
· Indicator of total silanol activity
· Ion Exchange Capacity (IEX pH 2.7)
· base / reference compound
· indicator of acidic silanol (SiO-)
activity
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Figure 2.
An example radar plot.

These plots are an ideal way to compare and
contrast a variety of different columns. More
importantly they allow a mechanism for
determining what interactions exist between
a column and an analyte, so a better
understanding of the chemistry of the analyte
will allow matching to an appropriate
stationary phase.
Manufacturers are becoming increasingly
aware that chromatographers want better
information, and so have been working
towards supplying this. There are now free
resources available that chromatographers
can use to get information to allow them to
make more informed decisions. One of the
most user friendly websites is listed below.
This contains two databases which are
obtained using slightly different experimental
techniques, although all of the background
information is supplied to allow the user to
make an informed decision.
http://www.usp.org/app/USPNF/columns
.html

TROUBLESHOOTING
CARRYOVER
This article was first published in Chromatography Today [10] and ChromCom
appreciate the publishers allowing the article to be republished. This is a
series of articles written for Chromatography Today by the Chromatographic
Society under the guise of the Chromatography Help Desk.

INTRODUCTION
Within the field of quantification one of the
biggest limitations of an analytical procedure
is the dynamic range of the assay. Some of the
challenges associated with this statement will
be addressed and approaches investigated
which can be utilised to reduce the amount
of memory effect within an analytical system
which can dramatically limit the dynamic
range and precision of the assay.
Memory effects or carryover can have
consequential effects in many areas where
separation science is used, from the world of
bioanalysis to that of forensics to that of
environmental studies [1-3]. The issue that
arises is that unless the entire sample is
removed from the analytical system the
subsequent analysis will have residual
compound from the previous injection which
could potentially lead to inaccurate data being
produced. So what steps can be taken to
alleviate this issue? There are several
approaches which can be employed to
mitigate the risk; one approach is to ensure
that samples that are known to have high
concentrations are never analysed directly
before samples which are known to have very
low concentrations. Another approach is to
add extra blank samples to reduce the amount
of carryover seen by the real samples. Yet
another approach is to dilute samples into a
limited calibration range.
All of these approaches are used routinely in
many laboratories; however, these solutions in
themselves are not ideal, as it will lead to
longer analysis times and greater sample
manipulation. Ideally it would be much better
to address the issue of carryover within the
method development stages of the
chromatographic development to ensure that
the levels of carryover are kept to a minimal
amount.

So how does an analyst go about reducing the
levels
of
carryover
from
their
chromatographic system? One approach that
has been applied successfully to this issue is
to “isolate and eliminate” [4]. This is a process
that has to be done systematically by
sequentially removing components from the
chromatographic system to determine where
the source of the carryover is. The second
stage is then to determine what needs to
happen to remove it from the system. This
could be physically replacing a faulty or
contaminated component or by altering a
wash solvent or mobile phase.

ISOLATION
There are several components which can act
as a source of carryover, and the first stage is
to determine the source of this carryover, and
to also determine the nature of the carryover.
The carryover can be coming from;

• Contaminated blank sample
• Contaminated mobile phases
(noticeable on gradient separations)

• Autosampler
• Column
• Detector
To determine if carryover is coming from a
particular component it is necessary to do a
series of high concentration injections
followed by removing the suspect component
from the system and then blank sample
injections to determine if the hypothesis was
correct or not.
In terms of the nature of the carryover there
are two main states:

• It can be removed with a very few blank
injections

• It is persistent and does not seem to
decay appreciably with repeat injections
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The former is preferable since there is a
suggestion that the approach to removing the
compound is working, whereas the latter
findings suggests that there is an inherent
problem with the chromatographic system,
probably contamination.
If contamination is suspected then this is
relatively trivial to resolve, although there
have been examples where it is a buffer that
was contaminated and this may not be
obvious as to why this is causing an issue.
Thus, if contamination is suspected then it is
important that all potential sources of
contamination are removed to ensure that the
issue is addressed.
If the carryover is not from an ‘external’ source,
then further isolation of the chromatographic
system has to be performed. The first
component to isolate is the autosampler valve.
The injection of a high concentration standard
with the chromatographic system set up in its
original state followed by a “blank” injection
with the autosampler removed from the
chromatographic system will determine if the
carryover is coming from the autosampler or
from the rest of the system. There are currently
many different autosamplers on the market,
however they all work in a similar manner.
Central to the design is the use of a two
position port valve, which is used to transfer
the sample from an injection device to the
fluidic system of the chromatography system.
For simplicity, an autosampler which uses a
syringe to draw up the sample and then inject
this sample into a sample loop will be
discussed; however, the principles of the
approach can be readily applied to any type
of autosampler. In this type of system, the
sample is drawn directly into the barrel of a
syringe and then the sample is injected onto
the chromatographic system using a two

position valve, connected with a sample loop.
Other systems may use a piece of inert tubing
between a syringe or metering device and the
sample, but the basic concepts are very
similar. Investigating the components that the
sample comes into contact with (Figure 1), it
can be seen that there are several locations
where the sample can be effectively trapped.

THE INJECTOR VALVE
This relates to the swept volume as the sample
goes from the syringe to the injector loop.
Within the valve there are regions which are
not properly swept due to the fluid dynamics
of the arrangement, highlighted in Figure 2.
This will result in a possibility of sample being
retained within the rotor or on the stator. As
the rotor rotates between the load and the
inject position so the sample will come into
contact with the stator and this will possibly
result in the sample being retained on the
stator. Defects in the surface of the rotor or
stator, such as scratches or small abrasions can
be a major cause for carryover in this scenario.
If there are solubility issues in transferring the
sample into the sample loop then it is possible
that small deposits of the analyte will remain
on the individual valve components.

CARRYOVER ON THE COLUMN
There are other components where the sample
can be irreversibly retained and there are a
range of reasons why this might occur. The
column will typically have a very large surface
area and so the possibility of some of the
sample not being eluted from the column can
be quite high. It is therefore possible that not
all of the sample will be removed from the
column after it is injected. This can occur if
the analyte has a limited solubility range in the
mobile phase, which is particularly prevalent
with proteins and other macromolecules.
Figure 1
Schematic diagram of an LC system. Every
component within the system can be considered
as a potential source of contamination or
carryover.

Different columns will have different degrees
of retentivity [5] which is further complicated
by the inclusion of columns where matrix has
been injected. This may change the retention
mechanism for the sample and potentially
cause the creation of highly retentive sites
which do not preferentially elute the
compounds of interest.
Initially it is important to determine the
nature of the carryover - is it at a persistent
level or does it disappear after a few washes?
This is a relatively easy test to perform, simply
inject a high concentration followed by a
series of blanks from the same vial.
Obviously, this raises the question that the
blank could be contaminated. This can be
tested using a variety of different sources for
the blank sample and repeating the previous
test. If the levels of analyte response do not
drop then a source of possible contamination
should be investigated.
To determine where the carryover is located
there are a series of experiments that need to
be performed.
It is one thing to isolate the carryover; however
it is also necessary to have an approach to
remove the carryover. If the carryover is
coming from the column, then a change in the
mobile phase, increasing the amount of strong
solvent, altering the pH or altering the flow rate
will have an effect on the solubility of the
analyte and hence the levels of carryover. Also,
it is worthwhile checking that the column has
been installed correctly and there are no voids
between the tubing and column inlet fitting.

Reprinted with kind permission of Crawford Scientific.

THE SYRINGE
There is a substantial opportunity for the
sample to be trapped/adsorbed on the glass
surface of the syringe or the metallic surface
of the needle. If the seal between the plunger
and the glass syringe barrel is not tight
enough, then there is a possibility of either;
• Air being drawn into the system as the
plunger is filling the syringe, reducing the
amount of sample present in the syringe
• When the plunger is being pushed down
there is a possibility that the sample will
leak through the plunger seal and the glass
barrel, resulting in sample being deposited
in the barrel and /or plunger. In terms of
carryover this can be very significant.

Figure 2
Design of most autosamplers rely on a valve (or
stator). Note that it is impossible not to have a
dead volume with this design.

If this is the case, then that component will
be available for elution on the next injection
which will result in an incorrect
determination of the analyte concentration.
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If the carryover is originating from the
column, then further investigations can be
made to reduce the chromatographic system
further to isolate fewer and fewer
components. Reassembling the autosampler,
the next easiest component to remove is the
syringe. Again the system is set up so that it is
in a normal operating mode and then a high
concentration standard is injected. Following
this the syringe is removed or disabled so that
it is not possible for sample to be introduced
from the syringe. Any observed carryover can
then only come from the valve, assuming that
the column carryover has been checked. If the
carryover is negligible then the origin of the
carryover is from the component that has
been removed, in this case the syringe.

If the carryover is coming from the syringe,
then the syringe should be checked to make
sure that there is a tight fit between the barrel
and the plunger. There should also be a visual
inspection of the syringe to ensure that there
are no obvious aberrations in the walls of the
barrel, on the plunger or in the needle tip.

investigated instead. It was eventually
determined that the carryover was in fact
coming from the column. In this example Joe
looked at altering the pH of the mobile phase
above the pKa of the analyte. This meant that
there was no possibility of obtaining an ion
exchange interaction and virtually eliminated
the carryover, Figure 3c.

In a similar fashion if the carryover is coming
from the valve it is worth checking to see if
there is any wear and tear on the stator or the
rotor. In most cases these are easily accessible
and can be viewed with some ease.
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ionisable compounds this will result in the
compound being in a charged or uncharged
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solubility of the compound [9].
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HILIC in general mean there is less carryover.
However, in this case Eilidh was finding that
the levels of carryover were not acceptable
following the high standard compared to the
response obtained from the low standard
(Figure 4a). Employing the approach of isolate
and then eliminate it was determined that the
carryover was actually arising from the
autosampler valve. On inspection of the rotor
and stator it became obvious that the issue was
associated with a contaminated valve.
Cleaning the stator in a solution of acidic
methanol in a sonic bath and also replacing
the rotor reduced the levels of carryover
dramatically, as seen in Figure 4b, which
allowed the dynamic range of the assay to be
extended. Care does have to be taken with this
approach to ensure that more active
adsorptive sites are not produced, as this will
increase carryover levels.
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Example 1
An example where carryover was observed on
the column is given in Figure 3, and was
provided by Joe from Franklin, USA. In this
example a basic compound was analysed using
a low pH solvent mixture. The stationary
phase was not well endcapped and as a result
there was a considerable amount of secondary
interactions resulting in some peak tailing but
also substantial amounts of carryover. Thus,
the top standard with the subsequent blank
overlaid is shown in Figure 3a. The levels of
carryover observed were nearly 10% area/area,
which made quantification virtually
impossible. The original blank overlaid with
another blank after the autosampler has been
removed from the chromatographic system is
shown in Figure 3b. This clearly demonstrates
that the carryover was not arising from the
autosampler and other components need to be

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

3.5

Figure 3
System carryover for a basic compound

(a) Top standard overlaid with a blank
running with a low pH mobile phase.
(b) Previous blank overlaid with a blank
injection
with
no
autosampler
connected with a low pH mobile phase.
(c) Top standard overlaid with a blank
running with a high pH mobile phase.

Example 2
Another example comes from Eilidh, from
Runcorn, UK. Eilidh was looking to analyse a
series of acetylcholinesterase inhibitors, in
particular; edrophonium, neostigmine and
pyridostigmine. Eilidh was analysing over a
large dynamic range covering 0.1 ng/mL
through to 100 ng/mL from a 200 μL sample
of plasma extracted on WCX SPE material
and then analysed using HILIC. The high
levels of organic solvent associated with
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Figure 4
Acetylcholinesterase inhibitors assay by MS

(a) Blank with a contaminated injector
valve, three chromatograms showing
three SRM traces for the three
compounds being analysed
(b) Blank with a clean injector valve

Example 3
The next example we have is from Joanne
from Cheshire, UK. Joanne was looking at
developing a HILIC method, and as part of
the method development process observed
some very high levels of carryover. It very
clearly demonstrates the importance of wash
solvents on the chromatographic system. In
this scenario performing the tests that have
been previously outlined it was evident that
the carryover was coming from the
autosampler and in particular was
highlighted to be due to the wash solvents. In
Figure 5(a) is a blank injected directly after
the highest concentration standard with the
wash solvent which was left on the system
from a reversed phased system (IPA, MeCN,
Acetone 45:45:10). Figure 5(b) demonstrates
the importance of the wash solvents can have
on the levels of carryover. In this situation the
wash solvent was altered to water which is a
much more appropriate solvent for very polar
molecules, as there are less solubility issues.
As Joanne observed in this scenario the
choice of the wash solvent was critical.
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Figure 5
Carryover observed in a HILIC method

(a) Blank following a top standard with
inappropriate autosampler wash
solvents
(b) Blank following a top standard with
appropriate autosampler wash
solvents

Carryover is a major challenge for separation
scientists in many industries often resulting
in a compromise in the quality of data being
produced or increasing assay complexity.
This may be addressed using the approach
highlighted in Figure 7, which has been
successfully employed to initially isolate the
carryover and then eliminate it by replacing
contaminated or damaged components or by
altering the solvents used to clean individual
components. Selection of the correct wash
solvent, and sample solvent is an important
factor, and this choice must be made in
conjunction with the physiochemical
properties of the analytes being investigated
to optimise the cleaning regime.
Figure 7
Flow diagram, highlighting “isolate and
eliminate” approach to removing carryover.

Is carryover?
coming from
autosampler
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However, this also raises another important
fact, which is that there is no universal solvent
to remove carryover - it really does depend on
the molecule that is being investigated. Use of
pH [9] and the Snyder solvent selectivity
triangle [8] can aid in the choice of a more
applicable solvent, but in all cases where
carryover is present the nature and the source
of the carryover have to be considered in
conjunction with the nature of the compound.
The Snyder triangle classifies solvents
according to three parameters and this will
allow the correct solvent to be chosen which
best matches the physiochemical properties of
the analyte to ensure minimal carryover.
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• Wash solvents
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triangle
• pH effects
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MEMBERSHIP NEWS
President Says ...
Firstly, I would like to send a warm
welcome to all our members for the third
edition of ChromCom and our first edition
of 2017. In this piece, I’ll discuss our
Diamond anniversary celebrations last
year and give you an insight into our
activities and direction in 2017.

2016 was a remarkably busy year for us
which I feel was incredibly successful. We
started the year with our first meeting in
London at the IET on ADVANCES IN
MICROCOLUMN AND RELATED
SEPARATION TECHNOLOGIES which
brought together an excellent speaker
programme and fantastic vendor exhibition
with many of our past medal winners and
Presidents present. A full meeting review
can be found in LCGC’s The Column at
http://images2.advanstar.com/PixelMags
/lctc/digitaledition/October05-2016uk.html#17

Due to the unfortunate closure of the MSD
pharmaceutical development site at
Hoddesdon, our Spring Symposium was
moved to and generously hosted by
Syngenta in Bracknall becoming our
Autumn Symposium in October on
AUTOMATION AND DATA HANDLING
FOR
DIVERSE
SEPARARTION
SCIENCE APPLICATIONS. This was
another well organised event and brought
together a number of different speakers
from various industries to showcase their
work or products.
The Society also organised two educational
events in 2016. Historically, this was an area
the Society were very strong in, but as times
changed the Society moved towards a more
meetings-centric focus. It was excellent
therefore in our Diamond anniversary year
that we ran the Reid Bioanalytical Forum
BIOANALYTICAL TROUBLESHOOTING
course in September at Burlington House in
London and the GRASS ROOTS
EDUCATIONAL EVENT in October in
Grasmere (a short review of the latter may

be found later). Both of these events were
well attended and offered the opportunity to
engage with younger and novice
chromatographers
–
supporting
chromatographers as is our edict.
Our final meeting of the year was held in
November at the RSC’s Burlington House
where the subject was ADVANCES IN
CLINICAL ANALYSIS. This meeting is
becoming a popular addition to our meetings
programme being held biennially. Feedback
was glowing for this one-day meeting and we
will undoubtedly be working with the RSC
separation science group again in 2018 to coorganise this event.
On top of these activities, we also supported
ISC2016 in Cork, Ireland in late August.
Alongside helping organise some of the
scientific programme, we supported a
number of speakers to attend the meeting as
well as a number of doctoral and postdoctoral researchers who benefitted from
being able to present their research at Europe’s
largest chromatography conference of the
year. The conference went extremely well and
we look forward to helping support the next
ISC meeting in 2018 in Nice (France).
As President, I am particularly pleased that in
2016 we supported young chromatographers
and researchers with nearly £15,000 of travel
bursaries to attend national and international
meetings (the highest amount we have ever
donated in a single year) and training events.
It is only through your and vendor support of
our meetings we are able to do this – so please
continue to support us so we can in turn
continue to support and develop the next
generation of chromatographers.
On a more sober note, one of our pastPresidents, Professor Mike Cooke sadly
passed away late last year. While Mike acted
as our Society financial auditor for many
years, I only met Mike on one occasion at the
IET, but found him to be knowledgeable,
humorous and very good company. The
Society and chromatographic community is
less for his passing. An obituary discussing
his life and many achievements may be
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found in this edition of ChromCom and also
on-line on our website - www.chromsoc.com
So what will 2017 entail for the Society? Well
more of the same and other activities. Our
first meeting of the year will be held in
London at Burlington House in March on
EMERGING
SEPARATION
TECHNOLOGIES. This will be followed by
our Spring Symposium in May at Discovery
Park (Sandwich – hosted by Pfizer)
focussing on SUPERCRITICAL AND
ULTRA
HIGH
PERFORMANCE
CHROMATOGRAPHY. The Reid group
will
be
holding
their
biennial
BIOANALYTICAL FORUM at the Belfry
in Cambridge (September), the ever popular
ADVANCES IN GC will be held once again
in Runcorn in October and due to its
popularity, we will be holding GRASS
ROOTS 2 which will be a (rerun of our
initial GRASS ROOTS meeting) in Church
Stretton (Shropshire) also in October. So –
another chromatography filled year ahead!
You can also expect to see further updates to
our website, increased membership benefits,
further outreach activities (including our
ChromSoc lecturer Mel Euerby visiting
universities to lecture on and promote
chromatography) and some fresh ideas from
our newest committee members Ken Cook,
Arun Sen and Peter Ridgway.
If you want further information on anything
I’ve mentioned here, please visit our website
(www.chromsoc.com) or join our LinkedIn
page or Twitter account for regular updates
on our activities. We look forward to
working with you again this year, and as
ever, are always receptive to ideas from our
membership on meeting topics or ways to
better support UK based separation science
research.
Best wishes

Paul Fergsuon
President of the
Chromatographic Society

Membership in 2016
Membership in 2016 continued to grow, with a 20% increase on 2015. The 5 year membership
option continues to be popular with members and saves you 20% on single year
subscriptions. Now in the second year of the scheme we’ve seen a doubling of members
selecting this option. Including membership within the registration fees for some of the
Society’s meetings has also been a successful initiative, showing in increase of 59% from the
previous year.

He was the Founding Member and Chairman
of the Editorial Board of the journal “Lab on
a Chip” published by the Royal Society of
Chemistry in the United Kingdom. He was a
founding member and member of the board
of the annual international conference “micro
TAS”. He was also involved in several start-up
companies, including Caliper, Casect,
Sensory Design & Technology, Predicant
Biosciences, SpinX, Ambrigen and Genetic
Microdevices.

PROFESSOR
ANDREAS MANZ
Winner of the 2017 Martin Medal
This article was first published in
Chromatography Today, May 2017 and
ChromCom appreciate the publishers
allowing the article to be republished.

Professor Manz has been recognised for his
contributions on many previous occasions
and some of his more notable awards include;

This year the prestigious Martin medal
has been awarded to Professor Andreas
Manz from the Freiburg Institute for
Advanced Studies, Albert-LudwigsUniversität Freiburg.

Andreas Manz is one of the pioneers in
microchip technology used for chemical
applications. He was involved in the
development of high speed analysers based
on capillary electrophoresis, liquid
chromatography and flow injection analysis.
These analysers are based on the
microfabrication processes originally
developed for microelectronics. He
conducted most of his early research with his
group at Ciba-Geigy Ltd. in Basel,
Switzerland, then at Imperial College in
London, United Kingdom, and finally, at
ISAS – the Institute for Analytical Sciences,
Dortmund Germany. He developed a novel

concept for Miniaturized Total Analysis
Systems (μ-TAS), which involves sampling,
sample pretreatment, separation, and
detection performed in an integrated
microsystem, with a chemical parameter (for
example, the concentration of a compound)
that is periodically transformed into an
electronic or an optical signal. Such a system
is in fact a hybrid which offers the advantages
of a sophisticated analysis system within the
size of a chemical sensor. He has published
over 220 papers in scientific journals, which
have been cited over 11,000 times. In
addition, he is noted as the inventor in 39
patents.
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1998 Theophilus Redwood Lecturership of
the Royal Society of Chemistry, 1996 H.E.
Merck Award for Analytical Chemistry
(Merck, Germany), and in 2003 the M.J.E.
Golay Award.
Within the field of microchip technology,
Professor Manz has been the leading
researcher for many years and many of his
students and collaborators have progressed
into positions of seniority within this field
due to his guidance. It is therefore with great
delight that The Chromatographic Society
awards the 2017 Martin Medal to Professor
Andreas Manz. Professor Manz will receive
his award at the International Conference on
HPLC in Prague in June 2017.

PROFESSOR
ULRICH TALLAREK
Winner of the 2016
Silver Jubilee Award
This year the Society has awarded the
Silver Jubilee medal to Professor Ulrich
Tallarek from Philipps-Universität Marburg,
Germany for his significant contributions to
the development and understanding of
fluid flow and transportation phenomena
in a chromatographic system.

Professor Tallarek began his academic career
at the University of Tubingen where after
being awarded his first degree, he later studied
for a PhD under the joint supervision of
Professors Ernst Bayer and George Guiochon.
Ernst and Georges are both highly respected
chromatographers in their own right and the
Ulrich benefitted from their tuition in not
only guiding his studies but also ensuring that
he was connected appropriately. After
successfully completing his PhD studies on
fluid dynamics in chromatography studied by
nuclear magnetic resonance, Ulrich joined
Professor Guiochon for 6 months as a visiting
scientist in Tennessee. Professor Tallerek
returned to Europe, in particular, to The
Netherlands on an EU Marie Curie post-doc
investigating the use of NMR of temporally
and spatially resolved dynamics in porous
media. In 2000 he returned to Germany to the
University of Magdeburg where he remained
until 2007 when he moved to his current place
of employment in Marburg, where he is a
director of the Materials Research Centre.
His research is aimed at obtaining a basic
understanding of functional materials and
analytical methods, from the mechanisms of
analyte-surface interactions (sorption,
reaction) to macroscale transport behaviour.
This approach relies on the discovery of the
fundamental material morphology – surface
functionality – mass/charge transport
relationships.
Professor Tallarek has already had a
significant in the field of chromatography and
as a consequence has been awarded an array
of awards including;

2003 Desty Memorial Lecture
2006 Young Scientist Award from

DECHEMA e.V.
2013 Finalist, World Technology Awards,

for category “Environment”
2013 The Analytical Scientist Power List,

top 100 analytical scientists.
Ulrich has also been involved in supporting
the separation science community through
his editorial work for LCGC and
Chromatography Online as well as being on
the scientific committee for the twentieth
DICP Symposium (2007), Microscale
Bioseparation (2009) and HPLC 2014
International Scientific Committee (2014).
Professor Tallarek has published nearly 150
papers in referred journals, his work being
characterised by mathematical and

spectroscopic studies of chromatographic
systems, ranging from his early NMR work
with Albert, Professor Georges Guiochon and
Professor Ernst Bayer - to his more recent
studies on monoliths and the aqueous layer in
HILIC. His publications are primarily in high
impact journals, including Analytical
Chemistry
and
the
Journal
of
Chromatography A, including those focussing
on physical chemistry, high performance
computing and materials science. He has
worked recently with Prof. Jim Jorgenson and
continued to collaborate with Guiochon up to
George’s passing in 2015.
Professor Tallarek has demonstrated his
exceptional abilities in the field of
chromatography and as such the Chromatographic Society are delighted to honour him
with the Silver Jubilee award for 2017.

Award and Bursary Updates
Travel and registration bursaries are available for students and industrialists through
various ChromSoc schemes.
Students bursaries available for local and international meetings (‘normal’ student
bursaries and John Dolphin awards )
PASG industrial bursaries available for national meetings
John Dolphin Fellowships provide support for doctoral researchers working in British
universities to present their research at international conferences

•
•
•

For the above
Applicants must be ChromSoc member to be eligible
Conference / meeting must be relevant to research and also be on separation science
It is anticipated that the applicant will provide a meeting report, ChromCom article on
their research or similar as a condition of their funding

•
•
•

Research studentships are also available for summer students/academic research staff
Run in conjunction with the RSC and BMSS
Research must incorporate a strong separation science theme for ChromSoc funding

•
•
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PROF. MICHAEL COOKE
1946 to 2016
Prof. Michael Cooke chairing a ChromSoc session in London (March 2016).
His wife, Christine, remembers that he came back from that meeting in March
“re-inspired by chemistry and so pleased that the Chromatographic Society was
able to move forward again.”

THE SCIENTIFIC
ACHIEVEMENTS OF

PROF. MICHAEL COOKE
Professor Michael Cooke made significant
contributions to the scientific literature and
to the applications of analytical chemistry to
problems of environmental pollution,
structural elucidation of metal complexes and
determination of pharmaceutical compounds
in biological fluids. Prof. Cooke was a
pioneering innovator in gas and liquid
chromatography using these techniques
coupled with mass spectrometry and other
sensitive specific detectors to address
environmental analytical problems. A
literature search revealed that Mike has
published over 70 papers in the 35 years from
1967 to 2002 and co-authored The
Encyclopaedia of Separation Science.
Mike started his research career at University
of Bristol where he focussed on structural
determinations of iron carbonyls and the
rather more exotic metals, ruthenium,
osmium and molybdenum as organometallic
complexes.
His interest in the measurement of gases and
noxious substances led him to adopt and
develop capillary gas chromatography and
couple it with mass spectrometry and atomic
fluorescence detectors. He used these coupled
techniques to measure these compounds in
the environment. His first publication using
chromatography was in 1977 on the
determination of cabamazepine in plasma
using gas liquid chromatography (GLC). He
published with Dr Graham Nickless et. al. at
Bristol on analysis of polychlorinated
naphthalenes, polychlorinated biphenyls and
polychlorinated terphenyls and later on DDT
in soils and birds of prey via carbon skeleton
GLC.

Mike’s interest in the measurement of
poisons in our environment continued with
determination of cadmium in cockles and
snails and polyaromatic hydrocarbons in the
Severn estuarine sediments, again working
with Graham Nickless.
The introduction of RP-HPLC in the late
1970s didn’t go unnoticed by Mike and he
published a rapid assay for theophylline in
clinical samples by reversed-phase highperformance liquid chromatography. Later
on, he published a HPLC method for the
determination of chlorhexidine. He
compared gas with liquid chromatography
for the determination of theophyline in
clinical samples. Additionally, with Prof.
David McCalley, they developed a simple
gas chromatographic screening procedure
for lactic and pyruvic acids in human
plasma.
His interest in environmental pollution gave
rise to a paper measuring the effectiveness
of sewage treatment on fecal sterols and
trace determination of the fecal sterol
coprostanol - again researching with
Nickless and McCalley.
One of the major problems in GLC was the
presence of active sites on columns so Mike
spent some time investigating thermally
stable deactivation reagents for capillary
column preparation along with simple gasloop injector systems. Preparation of
thermally stable cyanosilicone capillary
columns formed the basis of a later paper.
Mike returned to his interest in metals,
tissues and the environment with trace
element profiling of dental tissues using
laser ablation-inductively coupled plasmamass spectrometry.
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He profiled environmental contamination
from lead, copper and cadmium using the
woodlouse as a bio accumulator and
potentiometric stripping analysis for the
metals’ measurement. With Christine Cooke
he published a correlation of the antimony
concentration in umbilical cord and in
infant hair measured by hydride generationatomic fluorescence spectrometry.
Around the millennium he worked with
Prof. Keith Bartle of Leeds University
publishing on programmed temperature
vaporisation injection (PTV) for the analysis
of the constituents of landfill gases by GCMS. They analysed malodorous sulphur
gases and volatile organo-metalloid
compounds in landfill gas emissions using
capillary GC with programmed temperature
vaporisation injection and atomic emission
detection.
His work has enriched our knowledge of the
environmental effects of pollution in the last
three decades of the 20th Century, which
history will record as an awakening period
of man’s growing concerns of the impact and
damage that we are doing to our planet.

personal tributes to prof. michael cooke
Dr. Chris Bevan
(Former President of The Chromatographic
Society and ChromSoc Events Coordinator):

In many ways writing a personal obituary on
a good friend and former team mate could be
a daunting task but writing one on Mike
Cooke has been a pleasure for me. Everyone
I contacted to say a few words about him had
a consensus of opinion. A man full of good
humour, good practical science and a penchant
for having a good time.
Be it downing a pint or two or sampling a
tasty Indian curry, the evenings after a
symposium were time well spent in Mike’s
convivial company. I discovered and shared
his taste for a good curry and Scotch malt
whiskey in the evenings after the ISC at
Bournemouth back in 1994 when we
discovered the delights of an Anglo-Indian
restaurant in Bournemouth together with
other ChromSoc delegates after one of our
finest international symposia.
Mike was a generator of good ideas on
promoting and widening the scope of The
Chromatographic Society. With Ian Wilson,
they formed the PYE104 club, a nostalgic
somewhat nerdy scientists’ celebration of the
old well-loved instruments we used back in
the 1960s and 70 s when GLC was in its
youth. Good old English instrumentation
born out of Cambridge, England, rather than
the many US variants. Most laymen will
remember PYE as a radio manufacturer but
they also made good GCs and lots of
spectroscopic instruments too as PYE
UNICAM.
Mike was a generous man both with his
knowledge and his connections. When I
needed a compressor for powering my
recently won ABI 270A CZE instrument,
Mike found one and donated it to me. My
daughter’s A level GCE chemistry practical
project proved a success for her by her

developing a method for determining
caffeine in soft drinks by CE with the aid of
Mike’s Jun-Air pump and my ABI 270A.
Mike’s invitation to my wife and I to join him
at a formal dinner at the auspicious building
that is The Royal Holloway College was a
night to remember. I represented ChromSoc
and enjoyed a lovely meal in good company
and looked around their enviable collection
of art work after the formal dinner.

survival instincts were good and he made
useful contributions to the fashionable areas
of separations and spectroscopy. Even in 1996
he was planning early retirement and looking
for a way out of the general grind that
academia had become. I hope he succeeded
in that regard. I will remember most his
bonhomie and the laughs we had. Serious
business with a grin and a beer.”

Prof. Keith Bartle
Mike continued to support The
Chromatographic Society after leaving its
committee as its Honorary Treasurer by
independently auditing our accounts to the
high standards demanded by the Charities
Commission. The Honorary Treasurer
position of the society’s committee had
always proved difficult to attract volunteer
office bearers and Mike was one of our most
able treasurers.
Mike had many colleagues, who like me,
regarded him as a personal friend and I include
here some tributes and memories from some of
them.

Prof. Colin Poole
(Wayne State University, Detroit, USA):

“Sad news about Mike. I got to know him well
during my stay in the UK (1995-96) when we
worked on ChromSoc business and the
Encyclopaedia of Separation Science together
with Prof. Ian Wilson and Dr Ted Adlard.
The group was perhaps UK-centric but that
allowed for easy meetings in various pubs and
bars around the country and the production
of a product I am proud to have been
associated with. Mike was an erudite and
humorous co-conspirator since neither of us
would really have qualified as part of the
status quo. He was a surprisingly good
politician who read the academic landscape
well and prospered from this knowledge. His
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(University of Leeds) and Christine Bartle:

“Two words sum up Mike – he was above all
else good natured. Whether in the
professional or private sphere his genial and
co-operative personality shone through; this
ability allowed him to get the best out of
others.
Mike began his career at the University of
Bristol where he was strongly influenced by
the doyen of UK analytical organic
geochemistry, Prof. Geoff Eglinton. This early
training in GC fundamentals ensured that
whatever Mike did was based on sound
scientific principles. He established, at Royal
Holloway and on his appointment as Head of
Chemistry at Sheffield Hallam, two noted
centres for environmental analytical
chemistry where he pioneered new
chromatographic detection methods.
Prominent among these was the first
intensive use in UK of the Atomic Emission
Detector which Mike used to help analyse
environmental samples for compounds
containing less frequently met elements
Hearing that at Leeds we were interested in
applying similar approaches in atmospheric
analysis, Mike initiated a fruitful
collaboration; it was a matter of considerable
pride to both of us that the two students
involved have gone on to senior positions,
one in UK industry and the other in a leading
Thai University.

On retiring, Mike returned to his roots in
rural Somerset where he indulged, all too
briefly, his twin passions for country life and
for Somerset cricket. Summer days at the
Taunton County Ground found him hosting
convivial and immensely enjoyable gatherings
of friends. We shall miss him.”

At the time, ready-prepared glass columns of
good quality were only available from a few
outlets, at very high prices. While
commercially prepared fused silica columns
were soon set to revolutionise the market,
Mike’s students investigated new areas, such
as preparation and use of thick stationary
phase film columns to enable separation of
very volatile compounds.

Prof. David McCalley
(University of the West of England):

“Mike originally researched in organometallic
chemistry, obtaining his PhD under the
direction of Dr Michael Green at Bristol, and
later publishing several papers as co-author
with the redoubtable Professor of Inorganic
Chemistry F.G. A. Stone. In the mid-1970s,
after returning to Bristol from Postdoctoral
work in Tucson, Arizona, he was moved
(initially against his will) to a permanent
position assisting Dr Graham Nickless and Dr
David Roberts with running the highly
regarded Bristol MSc course in analytical
chemistry, which received a significant
number of research council studentships.
Mike soon developed new research interests,
especially with separation science and
capillary gas chromatography, which at the
time was very much a technique for the
specialist only. Mike was instrumental in
attracting experts such as Konrad Grob from
Zurich, to give lectures and courses at Bristol.
While capillary GC was already established in
the University in the Organic Chemistry Unit
under the direction of Professors Geoffrey
Eglinton and James Maxwell, the courses
given by Grob helped to disseminate the
fundamentals of the technique and the skills
of column preparation to a wider audience of
academics and industrialists.

Mike’s considerable energy was applied not
only to the MSc course, but also to the
supervision and co-supervision of PhD
students with Graham Nickless and David
Roberts. He also shared Graham’s interests in
environmental analytical work, including
research on sterols as pollution indicators
(with David McCalley, now Professor of
Bioanalytical Science at the University of the
West of England).
Another of his past students, Dr Carolyn
Morton (now Senior Lecturer in Forensic
Science at UWE) recalls lighter moments
during her PhD “I remember him being
amused at a package arriving addressed to Dr
Mike Cookewithanee! (he always said that his
name was “Cooke with an e”!) He told me he
had a cat called “Ceremony” so that he could
say to visitors that they were “not to stand on
Ceremony”. Mike had a passion for cricket.
He would follow test matches in his office in
Bristol on a portable TV (which were rare at
the time!). Professor Selby Knox remembers
Mike as “a solid, dour opening bat, occasional
leg spin bowler and superb slip fielder for the
Bristol Staff team. The highlight for me was after a lifetime of blocking - when he went
absolutely loco at Frampton Cotterell one day
and hit something like 135 not out, smashing
them out of the park all afternoon, after which
he transformed himself into an attacking
batsman. Extraordinary.”

Mike’s Life after Science,
in his retirement:
Dr Chris Bevan
(Former President of The Chromatographic Society and proud to have
known Mike):

After some time working with industry
and the University of Bristol, Mike
Cooke became a Professor at Sheffield
Hallam University and then at the Royal
Holloway College, University of
London. Mike retired in 2001 to a
beautiful 2.5 acre estate in Bampton,
Devon after holding two Professorial
appointments at Sheffield Hallam and
Royal Holloway Universities.
Due to chronic ill health he moved from
this idealistic valley to a more
manageable house in Bampton in July
2006. He told me that the only thing he
really missed was the fishing, since he
had owned about 150 yards of single
bank fishing in the River Batherm –
packed with wild brown trout, and all
his! The picture below shows what he got
up to in his spare time, successfully
landing huge Sea Bass off the Devon
coast.

Mike passed peacefully away at his home
on 6th November 2016. We shall all miss
you Mike - you enriched all our lives.
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conference
previews and reviews
Meeting Review
Daniel Meston
(University of Sunderland)

ISC 2016
Cork, Ireland
28th August – 1st September
I am currently an MSc student at the
University of Sunderland. My research
interests are in exploitation of non-routine
methods of separation in achieving difficult
and complex separations, I had yet to attend
a scientific conference and so was pleased
when one of my supervisors suggested I
attend ISC 2016 and that this was made
possible by the extremely generous bursary
offered to me by Chromsoc. As multiple
lecture streams ran simultaneously I was able
to tailor my experience and choose lectures
based on relevance to my work, future work
or general interest. Ultimately, I decided for a
mix of separation techniques, biological
applications as well as sample preparation
techniques.
Relevance to my work
The conference opened on Sunday evening
with a wonderful performance of a mix of
music from the French Habanera to the Irish
O Danny Boy. Following this, a superb lecture
by Prof. Dan Armstrong (University of Texas,
Arlington) on the improvements made in
achieving ultra-fast chiral and achiral
separations. The latter was interesting as I
thought that it might be related to my own
work. I was presenting a poster (Exploitation
of chiral mobile phase additives (CMPA) for
chiral/achiral convergence). The main
challenges for this project were investigating
the unique column interactions present when
using a chiral mobile phase additive (CMPA)
as well as understanding the unique
separation mechanism present. As it turned
out Armstrong’s talk was (luckily) not directly
identical. He presented a number of thought
provoking factors to be taken into account
when carrying out chiral separations at very
high speeds (<1 second) including limitations

that come from instrumentation such as
detector properties and extra column effects
as well as the critical parameter of ligand
density. This latter notion did have an effect
on some new ideas I have had on how to
further fine tune selectivity through the
interactions of CMPA’s with stationary phase
ligands.
A major draw to me of ISC 2016 was having
the chance of one-on-one conversations with
some of the leaders in the various fields of
separation science such as; Prof. Dan
Armstrong, Prof. Wolfgang Lindner and Prof.
Tony Edge. Not only this, being able to discuss
my own research with a wider specialist
audience has helped me gain new insight into
my own work, especially in talking to some of
the knowledgeable scientists from Agilent
Technologies. They have definitely given me
a greater insight into how instrument
optimisation can have an effect (mass transfer
problems, with second enantiomers that can
be reduced with tubing optimisation etc.)
Being able to go to vendor seminars was a big
advantage to not only understanding the
advantages of specific companies but also an
idea where the industry is going and how to
design experiments around the available
instrumentation.
An obvious highlight for me was when the
opportunity to present my poster work to the
scientific community, in the company of
hundreds of other scientists from academia
and industry, arose. This in itself was very
interesting to see the big areas of interest in
separation science at present. The experience
gained in defending my work will also prove
invaluable regardless of what I end up doing
in the future, and lived up to my expectations
for the this conference. Poster activities
continued on the Thursday morning with
presentations on nominated posters; this was
interesting as it demonstrated the type of
quality of work worthy of further evaluation,
which was useful for future conferences as
well as getting publications.
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Future work and general interests
Prof. John Cryan (UCC, Cork) presented his
work on the effects of the microbiome on
neurological disorders. While this was an
entirely different lecture, it highlighted the
applicability of analytical chemistry and
separation science to the biological sciences.
This was an especially useful message as I am
soon to start a PhD in proteomic analysis at
the Helmholtz Centre for Infection Research
in Germany, as I believe that one of the major
areas of the development of separation
science is in complex biological samples. I
also find biological molecules more
interesting to analyse than small molecules
which was a major factor when deciding on
whether to pursue proteomics or
metabolomics based research. The many
lectures focussing on improving the
separation on biological molecules as well as
lectures which highlighted particular
techniques and methods which are useful in
answering important biological questions
gave me plenty of ideas in how to approach
this project.
Monday began with the presentation of the
CASSS award to Prof. Frantisek Svec who was
recognised for his achievements in separation
science, followed by a lecture on the work that
had earned him the award. This was a good
opportunity to be exposed to different
column technologies (e.g. monoliths) and see
the merits of diversifying separation
techniques, especially with biological
samples. This was followed by a lecture by
Prof. Mario Thevis on analytical techniques
in regards to doping in sports, a topic in the
public eye due to the Olympics.
I decided to listen to a lecture by Dr Davy
Guillarme whose work I have followed closely
as his publications are often an area of
information that I draw from during
literature searching. He gave a very
interesting lecture on modes of separation for
biotherapeutics, which may prove especially
useful for my future research at the
Helmholtz Centre.

The following day I decided to attend one of
the tutorials. I was pleased I took this
opportunity as the session offered a unique
chance to receive a more in depth teaching of
2D-LC especially as it was in the context of
industrial applications and I was able to talk
in-depth with the lecturer Dr Stephan
Buckenmaier.
The rest of the day was concerned primarily
with bioanalysis with talks by Prof. Derek
Stevenson, Dr Valentina D’Atri and Dr Ken
Cook to name but a few. In a change of pace,
I also sat in on an interesting session on
increasing sensitivity and data acquisition in
separations by Dr Chris Welch. I found this
very interesting as sample injection speed is
becoming a limiting factor in high
throughput analysis such as proteomics.
Wednesday began with a masterclass in
metabolomics by Prof. Ian Wilson, followed
by a number of interesting applications of
metabolomics research; while this is not
entirely relevant to my own interests, the
numerous sample preparation and
instrumental techniques mentioned will
definitely be of help.
This was followed by a tutorial by a very busy
Ian Wilson going into greater depth on some
of the pitfalls encountered in -omics research,
which were directly applicable to my own
research, including sample preparation as
well as errors in sample acquisition.
Following lunch, the first lecture (Prof.
Michael Lämmerhofer) was on another
application of analytical chemistry to -omics,
in this case lipidomics.
I again decided to sit in on a tutorial. This was
an interesting piece on gradient elution in LC
taught by Prof. Melvin Euerby, which will
prove very useful as gradient elution is a
mainstay in LC analysis, which is applicable
to all -omics. Following this, in a presentation
by Prof. Coral Barbas on metabolomics in
nutrition related diseases, a unique viewpoint
was given into environmental effects on
disease states. Also included was valuable
information on the advantages of CE-MS
compared to other -omics techniques.
Summary
In my opinion, while it will do no harm to my

CV to have attended ISC 2016, the main
benefit was undoubtedly the opportunity to
present work to a far wider scientific
community. To conclude, I’d again like to
thank Chromsoc for offering me the financial
aid to attend, particularly Karen Rome, who
provided valuable resources and advise in
writing this report, as well as Tony Edge
whom I had the pleasure of meeting at ISC
and who offered useful information in both
writing reports and on future opportunities.

Dr W. John Lough
(University of Sunderland and
ChromSoc President, 2007 – 2009)

Reflections on
The Chromatographic
Society Diamond Jubilee
Year, 2016
As one would expect, the Diamond Jubilee
Year was a very busy year for the Society. It
would only be natural for there to be
somewhat of a hiatus in the subsequent year
as has occurred in the past following a ‘big’
year, say when we have hosted a major
international conference. This is not the case
this year as we head into yet another full
programme
of
events
in
2017
(www.chromsoc/event.aspx). Nonetheless it
does no harm to reflect on what was an
important year in 2016.
It looked almost as if we had got things back
to front with a flying start with a special
meeting at the Institute of Engineers (venue for
the first ever Chromatographic Society (or Gas
Chromatographic Discussion Group as it was
then called) on The Strand in London March
22nd This could have been too hard an act to
follow. Billed as “Advances in Microcolumn
and Related Separation Technologies, it also
doubled as a celebratory event with speakers
drawn mainly from previous Society Martin
or Jubilee medallists and with several Past
Presidents in attendance or chairing sessions.
These individuals thoroughly enjoyed a special
dinner on the Tuesday evening before the
meeting and on the day the programme lived
up to expectations with something for
everyone from the authoritative array of
speakers.
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As good as this meeting was, it didn’t
overshadow the rest of the year. Importantly,
every effort was made to run regular
meetings as well as undertake special
initiatives. During the course of the year there
were meetings on “Automation and Data
Handling for Diverse Separation Science
Applications” on October 25th at Syngenta
Research Laboratories, Bracknell, Berkshire
and “Clinical Analysis” at Burlington House,
London. The former has been reported in
“The Column” online magazine.
The major international separation science
conference of the year in Europe was ISC
2016 held in Cork, Ireland between August
28th and September 1st.

This meeting was a triumph for the organisers
and, in keeping with the Diamond Jubilee
celebrations, the Society made an effort to get
full square behind our good friends in Ireland
to make a greater contribution than would
normally be expected for this series now run
by an autonomous international scientific
committee rather than the previous tripartite
UK / France / Germany arrangement. The
Society sponsored plenary / keynote speakers,
supported UK leaders of tutorial sessions and
presented a Martin Medal to Ian Wilson and
a Jubilee Medal to Derek Stevenson (below).

Lest we forget, during the year all Society
members received a special commemorative
lapel badge to celebrate the Diamond Jubilee!
Not the kind of thing I would normally wear
but my one has pride of place on my lab coat.
A more substantive initiative was the
publication of a “Chromatographic Society
Diamond Jubilee Supplement” to the LCGC
magazine. This supplement, jam-packed with
special features, hit the streets in early
September and was generally well received. It
also contained many photographs old and
new depicting our 60 years but, even so,
much was left on the cutting room floor
(below).

Last but not least was something of a surprise
highlight of the year. Taken at face value, the
“’Grass Roots’ Educational Event”, an LC
training course amounted to doing
something we were doing over 25 years ago
in an area where there was plenty of
competition from commercial organisations
AND we were using some of the presenters
from the competition . However it turned out
to be very popular, more so than could have
been hoped for. Grasmere in the Lake District
proved to be the ideal setting for delegates to
come together away from everyday work
pressures to enjoy what was a highly intensive
focus on HPLC but with short breaks in the
countryside (and rural pubs) to refresh the
brain cells every now and again (below).
So, to reflect rather than just relating as we
have been doing so far, we think that having
a celebration year for our Diamond Jubilee
Year has been both a success and a
worthwhile endeavour. I hear you say, “Selfpraise is no praise at all”. The final verdict
therefore will lie with our members and way
beyond. We can only talk with certainty
about lessons learned. The ‘Grass Roots’ event
was very much a success, so much so that we
are doing an encore this year, again in
September. If we were having another year of
celebrations, holding a special one-day
symposium and trying to make a big splash
at an international conference would again,
we’re sure, to be prominent in the
possibilities.

As this goes out, the celebrations are
actually still continuing. There is still time for
you to vote in the poll to consider what has
been the ‘invention’ / development in
separation science over the last 60 years
which has had the greatest impact
(www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/T7LBXTQ).
The ‘winner’ will be announced at the 2017
Spring Symposium “SFC and UHPLC” at the
Discovery Park, Sandwich, Kent from
Monday, May 15th to Wednesday 17th May.
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It may be some time though to put these
lessons into practice. 75 years would be a
Sapphire anniversary. We know that because
this year the Queen enjoyed her Sapphire
anniversary having a quiet day at home. I
think we will be giving that approach a miss
and we might well put the flags out again on
the 75th!! Let’s hope some of us are still around
to enjoy it. For now, we can say, as stated at
the outset, that we have learned one lesson
from the past and there has been to let up in
energy since the end of 2016. We hope to see
you at one of events in 2017.

Tony Taylor
(Crawford Scientific and ChromSoc
Hon. Secretary) and

Prof. Tony Edge
(Agilent Technologies and ChromSoc
Vice President)

Advances in Clinical Analysis
2016 Meeting Review
Another very successful meeting on Clinical
analysis jointly organised between the
ChromSoc and the SSG of the RSC, was run
at Burlington House on 30th November 2016.
Due to ever increasing popularity this
biannual event, it was moved from Guys
Tower to the rather impressive setting of the
library room at the RSC’s Burlington House.
The new location allowed for an increase in
the supporting vendors and also an increase
in the delegates up to nearly 100. The extra
capacity was welcomed by all.
The meeting was started by Dr Lewis
Couchman, one of the main organisers, who
introduced Dr Russell Grant, who flew in
from the North Carolina where he works as
the R&D director for LabCorp. Russ’s title in
itself was intriguing enough to catch the
imagination of the delegates, “The pursuit of
perfection and the love of a woman”.
Russell, who clearly had a love of bacon, used
a picture of this to begin his presentation and
introduce the concept of a protein. Using
members of the audience and also his parents,
Russ demonstrated the issues associated with
the use of ligand binding assays in terms of the
correct determination of the protein
concentration. He highlighted through a wellrehearsed series of handshakes the types of
bonding and non-bonding that could exist
with proteins involved in ligand binding
assays. The different types of interactions that
existed were;

• Direct interactions
• Interactions that involve a weaker link
• Proteins stopping protein interacting
with the ligand

Russ, suggested that using an LC-MS based
approach would provide better data. He then
went through a specific protein,

thyroglobulin, to demonstrate this. He stated
that there were about 3000 amino acid groups
present in this protein and that going through
a standard workflow, which involves
denaturing, digestion and then enrichment of
the target protein. He stated that he was able
to chromatograph 112 samples per hour
using an Aria LX4 system, which does
staggered parallel injections.

The amount of work was immense, which
poses an obvious question of what is the
driver for the work, and this ultimately
answers the question regarding the title of the
presentation. With the closing slides, Russell
introduced the audience to his wife who
needs regular monitoring of her
thyroglobulin levels due to a surgical
procedure employed some time previous.

He went through the process of method
development, initially focussing on the
choice of the characteristic peptide, and
highlighted that not all of the peptides were
suitable as markers, because either;

With an excellent start to the meeting, the
next speaker was introduced. Dr Paolo
Brambilla, from the University of Milan
discussed addressing the issues of the barriers
of mass spectrometry use in clinical analysis.
He initially stated that the general perception
was that this technology was really only
suitable for small molecule analysis and
consequently favoured the pharmaceutical
industry. He described some of his work at
the Deiso hospital in Milan, Italy. He stated
that the hospital served 1,200,000 people and
covered a range of different types of testing.
Of particular interest was the analysis of
TCDD
(2,3,7,8-Tetrachlorodibenzo-pdioxin) which is a very potent carcinogen and
one of the most dangerous forms of dioxin.
He identified that patients that had been
exposed to this form of dioxin had higher
levels of TCDD, if they had chloracne. He
looked at the metabolism and noted that even
after a period of ten years that there were still
some effects caused on the metabolism due
to the exposure to TCDD.

• They did not ionise effectively
• They were not unique for a particular
•
•
•
•

protein
The chromatography was poor
Peptide not stable
Peptide has a low production from the
digestion procedure
Interferences in the mass spectra

Using an automated approach to solvent
selection Russ and his team eventually
identified 8 suitable peptides, which could act
as markers for the thyroglobulin.
The focus of the method development then
moved to the chromatography, where 12
columns and 4 different mobile phases were
selected and run with each possible
permutation to determine the best
chromatographic conditions. Russ then
moved the optimisation of the method onto
the generation of the peptides as well as the
dilution matrix. This resulted in another 6
peptides being dropped as they were also
found in the dilution matrix, which due to the
endogenous nature of the protein had to nonhuman derived. Once the procedure for the
target analyte was developed, the team at
LabCorp moved onto developing the method
with the inclusion of an internal standard.
This raised the issue of at what point to add
an internal standard and in the end the team
through a well-designed series of
experiments using the DoE approach used a
labelled peptide and also a cleavable labelled
peptide, as well as a labelled protein in order
to ensure robustness with the assay.
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Paolo moved on to the use of mass
spectrometry analysis of drugs of abuse in
urine by LC-MS. He gave some very nice
examples of how mass spectrometry was
now routinely used in a range of
determinations, including codeine by GCMS and a series of opiates by LC-ion trap.
This work was further extended in 2008
when a triple quad was used for the analysis
of a series of immunosuppressants, with the
work being further extended for the analysis
of hepcidin, a potential biomarker for breast
cancer.
Paolo then discussed an interesting
investigation that he performed when
looking at the analysis of phenyl acetyl
glutamine, which had been shown to be

reduced in the exhaled air from in workers
exposed to nickel. This completed the
specific examples that Paolo gave for the uses
of mass spectrometry within his laboratory
in Milan, however in a summarising table he
showed that his laboratory had also been
involved in the use of mass spectrometry for
the analysis of a range of other compounds
from biological samples, including;

• Drugs of abuse + Ethylglucuronide
•
•
•
•
•

(ETG)
Immunosuppressants
Steroids
Hemoglobinopathies
Hepcidin
Bacteria identification by MALDI-TOF

Paolo then moved to discuss the advantages
of mass spectrometry when compared to the
use of ligand binding assays, highlighting
that the greater flexibility, higher
throughput possibilities and the higher
specificity often offset the increased in
complexity associated with the use of a LCMS based assay.
The next presentation was the first of the
vendor presentations for ThermoScientific
and was delivered by Zuzana Škrabáková.
She introduced the use of paperspray
technology for the analysis of clinical
samples. In work that was originated in the
Cooks laboratory in Purdue and with the
commercialisation by Thermo is an
interesting development for the technology.
The name of the instrumentation was
highlighted as Prosolia Velox 360™
PaperSpray® System. Zuzana went through
the principals of the technology, which
involved the application of a blood spot to a
sorbent piece of paper and then the paper
was used as an electrospray source as liquid
was applied to it. The resulting data was
referred to as a chronogram, since it is
referring to the response of the MS over a
period of time, with no separation. The
addition of the internal standard was
discussed during and also after the meeting
and Zuzanna explained that two approaches
have been adopted, either spraying the paper
with the IS before or after the addition of the
sample. Examples were given on how this

technology has been successfully applied to
the analysis of cyclosporine, tacrolimus,
imatinib, melphalan, pazopanib and
paclitaxel. The detection limits quoted for
these common clinical analyses were from
0.05 to 20 ng/mL.
The meeting then broke for coffee and also
interactions with the vendors and also for
the first time at this meeting there were of a
series of posters that were being presented.
The posters were of a high quality and
perhaps demonstrate that the addition of
posters at forthcoming ChromSoc events
may become more commonplace.
After the break, Neil Spooner took on the
presenter’s mantle. Neil has a very high
pedigree having worked at GSK, heading the
global bioanalysis. He has since set up his
own consultancy and works closely with the
University of Hertfordshire, where he is
heavily involved in the Microsampling
Institute Centre of Excellence (MiCE). Neil
presented on microsampling and the
implications for clinical analysis. He started
his presentation by first discussing the
definition of a microsample, and stated that
a volume less than 100 μL was classified as a
microsample. He moved the presentation on
to understanding the drivers for a reduced
patient sample, which were stated as access
to the paediatric market, improved clinical
and pre-clinical data for DMPK studies,
reducing the complexity of the sample taking
by allowing for finger pricks rather than
having to require a phlebotomist to take a
sample. Neil moved on to discuss the use of
dry blood spots, identifying the benefits
associated with this approach and how it was
already used successfully within the clinical
environment for the heel prick test. He
suggested that one of the benefits associated
with this approach is the substantial cost
savings, which could amount to more than
three hundred thousand Euros for a phase 3
clinical trial.
This interest in dry blood spots led to a boom
in the associated technology and Neil gave a
quick overview of many of the instruments
that were spawned from the interest in this
technology.
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He then went through some of the challenges
associated with this approach, the biggest
being the haematocrit issue, which is the ratio
of red blood cells to plasma. This ratio alters
the effective viscosity of the blood which then
affects how much the blood spreads when it
comes into contact with the sampling paper.
Since a sub-aliquot from the blood spotted
paper is taken this will invariably affect the
determined concentration. The regulatory
authorities became aware of this and stated
that there had to be concordance with the
data produced using DBS and using the
traditional plasma sampling. This effectively
ended the use of sub-aliquoting samples for
DBS, however it did lead to a new generation
of technologies that allowed for the accurate
volume sampling of blood, which meant that
the haematocrit issue was no longer a
problem.
Neil introduced one concept and went
through in some detail how the Mistral
device worked and how it overcame the issue
of the haematocrit. The device works very
similar to a pipette and accurately takes up 10
μL of sample. Neil progressed the discussion
to give an overview of some of the other
approaches that are being successfully
applied to the accurate sampling of blood,
including the Hemapen from Trajan. He did
then start to gaze into the future and pose the
question where could this technology lead,
and suggested that there could be a degree of
consumerisation. This would allow access to
a much larger market and he suggested that
it may be feasible for individuals to be able to
analyse their own blood and then analyse it
using a device akin to a mobile phone.
Although this might be a flight of fancy,
certainly the possibility of having drop in
clinics where the sample could be processed
is not beyond the realms of possibility. The
final few slides generated several excited
exchanges with the audience.
From Neil’s presentation the direction of the
seminars changed to another re-invigorated
technology, UPC2. This presentation was
given by Dr Reneta Gorska from the
Nutristasis Unit, at Guy’s and St. Thomas’
Hospital. Dr Gorska initially went through
some of the activities that Nutristatis

performed and their focus on the analysis of
vitamins. Renata went through the
importance of analysing vitamin k and
where it was used within a biological system.
The data presented clearly demonstrated
that it is an important vitamin and that it
should be carefully monitored. From here
the presenter moved on to the theory behind
convergence chromatography stating that it
was not LC, GC, or indeed SFC and that it
could be defined as a category of separation
science that provides orthogonal and
increased separation power, compared to
liquid or gas chromatography, to solve
separation challenges. This was highlighted
with a van Deemter plot generated by the
University of Geneva, which demonstrated
that convergence chromatography gave the
most efficient separations at high linear
mobile phase velocities.
Renata moved on to discuss the specifics
relating the technology to the UPC2 system
launched by Waters. After a detailed
discussion on the various modules and some
general rules that can be applied in terms of
pressure and co-solvent changes, Dr Gorska
moved on to discussing the application of
the technology to the analysis of vitamin k.
Vitamin k can exist in a variety of formats
and so being able to resolve these different
forms to monitor is important. The original
method used a LC-fluorescence approach,
however this methodology required more
than 20 hours to analyse 20 samples which
was not ideal. Renata went through the
method development approach taken using
the UPC2 and demonstrated that it was easy
to develop a method. The final UPC2
method moved to MS detection and
substantially reduced the analysis times
down to 4 hours for 20 samples, but also gave
much cleaner baseline data from the
chromatogram. As well as reducing the
analysis time the use of CO2 resulted in a
drop in the solvent usage by a factor of 20.
Next, Professor David McCalley from the
University of the West of England spoke
about
hydrophilic
interaction
chromatography - separation mechanism
and potential advantages and limitations for
use in clinical analysis.

Professor
McCalley
explained
the
fundamental retention mechanisms associated
with
Hydrophilic
Interaction
Chromatography (HILIC), and presented data
to support an increasing water concentration
in the mobile phase in the region up to 1nm
from the stationary phase surface. He
highlighted that this supports the analogy of
the HILIC separation mechanism depending
upon the partitioning of the analyte into and
out of this water rich layer, and the increased
retention of more polar analytes. He also
explained that adsorption and ionic
(electrostatic) retention are important
secondary mechanisms in HILIC analysis and
that despite the seemingly complex separation
mechanisms, HILIC separation can be
relatively simple to implement.
He highlighted the selectivity differences
between HILIC and Reversed Phase HPLC
(RP-HPLC) which provide a useful
alternative separation mode. Other
advantages of the techniques include good
peak shape for strongly basic analytes (which
he demonstrated for peak asymmetry data
for a number or polar and ionogenic
analytes), good electrospray MS sensitivity
due to the more highly volatile eluent systems
and the possibility of improved kinetics over
RP-HPLC due to the lower viscosity and
faster diffusion of analytes in high
concentrations of acetonitrile.
He also highlighted some of the
disadvantages of the HILIC mode, which
include poor retention for highly hydrophilic
compounds, longer equilibration times,
environmental impact of highly organic
eluent systems and limited solubility of some
buffers and analytes in these eluent systems.
He discussed the narrow therapeutic range
of antibiotics and highlighted, with his usual
dry humour, the highly toxic side effects of
Ganciclovir, Aciclovir, Flucytosine and
Cycloserine on overdose, and the way in
which the HILIC mode can be used to
successfully retain and separate these often
very polar compounds (Log D range -3.59 to
-1.12 for these analytes at pH 2), leading to
effective monitoring of the species in blood
serum.
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McCalley went on to describe that changing
between bare silica and amide or zwitterionic
bonded phases can be used to control the
interaction with analytes of various types and
therefore the selectivity of the separation.
Further, the retention behaviour of analytes
in HILIC mode changes exponentially as one
moves from 90% to 70% of acetonitrile. It was
also noted that the pH of the eluent can be
used to ‘tune’ selectivity by affecting the
degree of ionisation of ionogenic analytes.
Plots of Log k versus Log D were shown to
illustrate that for various phases the
underlying effects of ionic interactions can be
investigated, with basic analytes showing
positive residual offset from the linear
regression relationship caused by the ionic
interactions between the anionic surface
silanol species and the cationic analyte
species.
In this, the regression coefficient of k versus
k on various column types reveals that silica
and mixed mode columns are very different
to other HILIC phases, amide and diol
phases are similar and zwitterionic phases are
somewhat different from amide and diol
columns. Hydrophilic selectivity measured
via uridine and deoxyuridine showed
selectivity drcreases in the order zwitterionic
> amide >diol > silica which correlates with
measurements of the ‘thickness’ of the water
layer. Cationic and anionic selectivity can be
investigated in a similar fashion and leads to
the conclusions that silonal ionisation can be
promoted to increase retention and alter
selectivity when analyzing basic compounds.
These effects can be reduced or finely
controlled by increasing the buffer strength
which also increases the retention of anions
by reducing the repulsive effects between
silanol groups and anionic analytes.
The use of 0.1% TFA was shown to generate
very different selectivity to pH 3 ammonium
formate for a mixture of acidic basic and
neutral analytes which led McCalley to
postulate that with TFA the surface may be
positively charged. He went on to demonstrate
that the apparent pH of a range of buffers
differs markedly between the acetonitrile rich
and the water rich regions of the eluent.

He went on to demonstrate the difference in
selectivity when analysing catechol amines on
amide and zwitterionic phases and he also
demonstrated that issues of adsorption of
ionogenic and highly hydrophilic compounds
to metal ions within the HPLC column can
be somewhat mitigated through the addition
of EDTA or citrate to the eluent system.
There then followed a change of direction
with Dr Chris Mussell, LGC, Teddington,
UK discussing the very important topic of
measurement uncertainty in clinical analysis.
Chris began his talk by describing what
measurement uncertainty (MU) is and the
role of Reference Materials and
Intercomparison studies in assuring the
precision and accuracy of analytical data. He
then went on to discuss the attitudes to the
science of Measurement Uncertainty within
the clinical chemistry community and
reported the results of a Westguard Survey
on Measurement Uncertainty who classified
respondents into six categories of The
Believers, The Beleaguered, The Beggingfor-Helpers, The Confused, The Exasperated
and The Hopeful. Chris then explained why
these categories had been assigned and
highlighted the need for a widespread
education program if measurement
uncertainty techniques were to be properly
adopted and used regularly by the clinical
analysis community.
Chris highlighted one potential issue by
considering the measurement of bias for
cortisol using LC-MS/MS and Immuno
Assay techniques – comparing the relative
ease of a Top Down measurement
uncertainty estimate with the LC-MS/MS
technique against the more complex
approach when estimating MU in immune
assay techniques. He then outlined the basics
of measurement uncertainty and explained
that calculation of MU would result in a
range which is expected to contain the true
value at the 95% level of confidence as well
as highlighting the ability of MU to help
users conform to regulatory requirements,
understand sources of variability, assign a
level of confidence in a result, assess fitness
for purpose of data and compare
measurement results to assess differences

between results, trends over time and assess
the quality of various testing approaches.
He then went on to explain the process of
MU estimation in an LC-MS assay,
highlighting the various sources of
uncertainty, assigning these as Type A or
Type B, assessing whether they are Random
or Systematic errors and deciding if a Top
Down or Bottom Up approach for MU
estimation would be most appropriate.
Chris then showed the results of an intercomparison study using a commercially
available Immunosuppressant Kit for
Tacrolimus measurement to show how the
MU data can be used to assess data generated
using these kits over several days can indicate
the validity of the results within the 95% CI.
Next he highlighted a detailed treatment of
Bottom Up MU determination for the LCMS determination of Testosterone
Glucuronide using the Eurachem and ISO
(GUM – Guide to Uncertainty Measurement)
guidelines and walked us through the steps in
the MU determination carried out under the
auspices of CCQM (Comité Consultatif pour
la Quantité de Matière Métrologie en
Chimie) study K69. Chris explained the
Bottom Up approach and highlighted ways in
which various aspects of the analysis could be
handled for MU, including Gravimetric
Measurement, Instrument Drift, Instrument
Sequence as well as Instrument cleaning and
maintenance.
Chris concluded his talk by describing
different ways in which MU data could be
used in Sports Doping Tests, Food Analysis,
the measurement of Progesterone in Human
Serum and Metabolite profiling.
Overall an excellent and informative talk
which caused some debate amongst the
audience members and certainly stimulated
them to consider the use of MU techniques
in their own applications!
The next presentation was given by
Christophe Auberger from Crawford
Scientific. He presented an overview of
sample preparation techniques that could be
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applied to the analysis of complex samples.
He initially discussed the rationale for doing
sample preparation, stating that there were
four clear benefits for performing sample
preparation, namely;

• Improved system robustness
• Improved detection
• Ability to pre-concentrate a sample
• Allows for solvent switching for
greater solvent compatibility with the
analytical technique

Christophe then went through some of the
individual techniques that are routinely used
in laboratories, highlighting the advantages
and some of the disadvantages of each of the
techniques. He started with the simplest
form, which is direct injection, then moved
through filtration, protein precipitation, onto
liquid-liquid extraction, discussing the
effects of ion suppression and also the effect
that excessive lipids can have on analyte
detection. From here Christophe then
discussed supported liquid extraction
explaining the advantages of the latter
technique over its counterpart. From a two
phase liquid extraction, the presentation
moved into solid phase extraction, with
Christophe discussing the importance of
knowing your molecule before starting the
extraction process and also knowing what
the sample matrix is. With the relevant
information on the matrix and the
compound being obtained it is then feasible
to determine what type of sorbent material
to use and Christophe went through a
selection tress describing this, detailing the
amount of sorbent that would be required as
well as the type of sorbent material. From
this Christophe then explained the
fundamental steps involved in the SPE
process, looking at the conditioning,
equilibration, loading washing and the final
elution stages to identify the key aspects of
each stage that need to be considered.
Christophe progressed onto more elaborate
technologies, starting with SPME (solid phase
microextraction) and stating how this was
being used for biological samples. He also
discussed the use of molecularly imprinted
polymers, and the benefits that this highly

selective form of extraction can have in terms
of sensitivity. Immunoaffinity extraction and
supercritical fluid extraction were up next on
this smorgasbord of sample preparation
techniques followed by liquid micro
extraction and with Christophe finishing this
illuminating presentation with an overview
of dispersive liquid-liquid micro-extraction.
Next on the speaker’s podium was Professor
David Cowan, famed for his running of the
laboratories to support the 2012 Olympic
Games. Professor Cowan presented on the
use of high resolution LC-MS in doping
control. He initially noted that the high
resolution could be related to either the mass
spectrometer or the chromatography, but it
was the former than the presenter focussed
on. He initially described the challenges that
faced analytical scientists when looking at
doping control samples. Most of the
challenges are defined by the governing body
WADA (World Anti-Doping Agency) when
they set the minimum required performance
level for an assay. The general criteria specify
an assay that has a cycle time of less than ten
minutes, is able to cope with a wide range of
compound polarities and is able to resolve
critical isomers. Professor Cowan gave some
examples of the types of compounds that
were analysed, ranging from morphine with
a log P of 0.9, to fulvestrant which has a log P
of 8. He then highlighted the advantages of
using a high resolution approach to the
analysis of doping drugs, with the example of
a negative control for Modfinal, and looking
at the effect of varying the resolution form
1000 ppm to 5 ppm.
Professor Cowan then moved onto the
analysis of the metabolites of alcohol, ethyl
glucuronide and ethyl sulfate using a Q-ToF.
He presented data which showed that using
high resolution MS he was able to analyse one
sample every 4 minutes with minimal sample
preparation, in fact a simple dilute and shoot
approach. The next example given was
salbutamol, stating how the limits of
detection were defined. Professor Cowan also
demonstrated that the use of CID (collision
Induced Dissociation) could further improve
the selectivity of the assay. The next challenge
that Professor Cowan and his team addressed

was the analysis of human growth hormone
(HGH). This is very different to the previous
examples, since it comprises of 191 amino
acids in a single-chain polypeptide, with a
molecular weight in excess of 22 kDa. It is
interesting to note that the HGH does occur
naturally, but there is a range of molecular
masses that produced if it is derived in-vivo.
Synthetic forms of HGH, however, will only
have one mass and so are consequently easier
to identify. One of the challenges associated
with this approach though is that although
the synthesised form will have only one mass,
that mass still needs to be found, and using
high resolution mass spectrometry makes
this much easier than other approaches.
Professor Cowan summarised his fascinating
presentation by stating that HRMS is an
invaluable tool, but the applicability of it is
limited due to the price.
The final presentation of the day was
delivered by Lewis Couchman, one of the
organisers. Lewis was looking at the
opportunities of ultra-rapid LC-MS/MS in
high throughput clinical analysis, and
suggesting that it may be feasible to do
clinical sample analysis with no
chromatography. He then proceeded to run
through the typical analysis times associated
with assays, and the typical types of columns
that can be employed. As the first example of
how quickly an analysis can be performed he
demonstrated that it was feasible to get
baseline separation of two compounds within
1 second, with the whole analysis taking less
than 15 seconds, which although is not
quicker than Usain Bolt can do the 100 m in
is still pretty quick. The discussion then
moved to the various components of a typical
HPLC system and it was noted that the
autosampler would be the rate determining
step for assays that dropped below 30
seconds. With the initial statement that Lewis
would be presenting data that was
Chromagra-free, still haunting many of the
separation scientists in the audience, Lewis
proceeded to describe the initial test results
from flow injection analysis, where he clearly
demonstrated that for real samples there is a
large amount of ion suppression and that this
makes this approach un-useable, and that
even having a very short column in front of
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the detector ensured that there was not a large
drop off in sensitivity.
Dr Couchman then moved on to the
modified system, showing how it is feasible
to integrate the column into the ion source,
and that by using 5 mm columns packed with
high efficiency particles it was possible to get
good separations using a 36 second gradient.
Using 20 compounds he demonstrated that
he could still obtain very good data in terms
of accuracy, precision and linearity, but
produce data substantially faster than with
conventional approaches. The very last part
of the presentation looked more to the future
and Lewis started to ponder how to make the
analysis times even shorter.
The meeting was rounded of by the
organisers, with thanks given to the speakers,
sponsors and the audience.
I would like to express my gratitude to the
Chromatographic Society for the award of a
John Dolphin Fellowship, without which I
would not have been able to attend. I would
also like to thank Thermo Scientific for their
continued support.

FUTURE SYMPOSIA
The next symposium will be held in
San Francisco, California, USA from
19-24th June 2016 at the Marriott
Marquis.
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